Bridge between Business and Security

Account information, passwords, configurations, or access rights for employees, business partners, and customers can all be centrally managed through automated identity access management – securely and completely across ALL different systems and platforms.
PROVISIONING

Security provisioning – the instant availability of tools and resources for new employees, – simplifies identity access management in your day-to-day business. The powerful Provisioning Engine automatically matches user information from HR systems, corporate directories and organizational databases with the corresponding access rights in the integrated target systems.

All important information is effectively protected thanks to targeted security management. Approved access authorizations are automatically provisioned into the linked target systems – regardless of whether they were generated by automatic HR data imports or through approved workflow processes. This allows companies to enforce their security policies across all platforms and systems. The solutions vastly reduce the costs of administration and ensure that all users have the access authorizations required to fulfill their functions and tasks.

GOVERNANCE

GARANCY Identity Manager greatly improves process efficiency owing to automatic HR data imports. These imports can be linked to rules so that users are automatically allocated basic authorizations when importing data. This makes it possible, for instance, to have cost centers or organizational units trigger rules.

The governance functions ensure that key compliance rules are met; in addition, they bring transparency and traceability to the access authorization process.

USER MANAGEMENT

The user management allows users to create authorizations either manually or based on a workflow. It further provides self-service functions including authorization requests or password reset. Requests for authorizations are approved as part of a multi-stage approval procedure.

ROLE MANAGEMENT

Role management provides functions for implementing models or concepts as role hierarchies (RBAC). Role owners can be defined directly in GARANCY Identity Manager or using workflow processes. Risk-prone roles can be highlighted, rated and analyzed. The solution also supports policy-driven authorization allocation including the definition of SoD rules.
**Provisioning**

- Flexible connection of IT applications thanks to a large range of out-of-the-box connectors.
- Flexible and highly scalable synchronization with the connected target systems.
- Provisioning, consolidation and synchronization of access rights.
- Changes are implemented in real time.

**User Management**

- Automate imports of HR data
- User-lifecycle (joiners, leavers, and movers) support.
- Set up different rules for various user types (e.g. internal and external employees)
- Multi-tenant support and fine-grained administration

**Access Governance**

- Role Lifecycle Management based on role hierarchies.
- Role mining and automatic role allocation to the identified user profile.
- Enforce SoD rules (segregation of duties).
- Control of authorizations based on roles, attributes and internal IT security policies.

**Audit and Security**

- Set audit trails for allocated rights.
- Historize access rights and their modifications.
- Use a single point of information and implementation of access policies.
- Independently manage multiple objects on a single IAM platform.
- Powerful standard reporting including compliance reports

**User Experience**

- A modern user interface guarantees high user acceptance.
- The intuitive and well-structured GUI is easy to use.

**Connector Technology**

- Any application can be smoothly integrated into the existing corporate security infrastructure.
- Support the latest version of all standard target systems (e.g. SAP, Lotus Notes, Microsoft AD or RACF)
- Provides standard interface.
- Proven toolbox for connecting home-grown systems.
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**EXPERIENCED IAM FOR COMPLEX AND HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENTS**: Features

Get the most scalable and the broadest IAM solution on the market!
